Horizontally curved bridges are subjected to torsional loads by their vertical dead loads only as well as eccentric loads, which cause negative reactions at supports. In this paper, effects of bridge curvature on vertical reactions at supports are investigated for 48.8 m length simple span steel box girder bridges with elastomeric bearings by varying curvature angle from 0.49 to 1.35 rad. In order to expect magnitude and direction of reactions including possibility of negative reactions, reaction evaluation equations have been analytically developed by separating a superstructure of curved bridge into independent components. Concrete slabs and bottom flanges in steel box section are assumed geometrical annular sectors in area dimension, and top flanges and webs that have very narrow projected areas are assumed geometrical arcs in line dimension. Proposed equations have relatively simple forms and prediction values are on very good agreement with those from finite element analyses by difference of 1% order.
Height of web,   1.98m
Horizontal distance between bearing and center of top flange,   0.50m
Horizontal distance between bearing and slab edge,
Thickness of top flange,   0.05m
Thickness of bottom flange,   0.03m
Thickness of web,   0.014m Table 1 Dimension of composite box girder cross-section (17) 와 같이 얻는다. 
